FN SPRING BONUS GEAR PROMOTION

Purchase an eligible new model of the FN 509® Tactical beginning February 1, 2020 through April 30, 2020 and receive a BONUS STREAMLIGHT TLR-7 A. (MSRP $225.00).

PLEASE VISIT FNAMERICA.COM/PROMO FOR TERMS & CONDITIONS

Please submit online OR complete the form below to claim the promotion.

Mail the completed form along with a copy of your receipt to:

FN America 2020 Spring Promotion
Dept # FN20-6083
PO BOX 472
Scottsdale, AZ 85252-0472

- If sending by mail, your redemption must be postmarked no later than May 31, 2020.
- Please allow six to eight weeks for us to process your request and arrange for shipping of the FN magazines.
- FN will only cover the shipping cost of your item one-time. If your item is returned to us for any reason, it will not be shipped again.

**FN 509® Tactical to receive a BONUS Streamlight TLR-7 A (MSRP $225.00):**

- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS BLK/BLK NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd (Product# 66-100375)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS BLK/BLK NS 3X10 (Product# 66-100527)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS FDE/FDE NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd (Product# 66-100373)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS FDE/FDE NS 3X10 (Product# 66-100383)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS GRY/BLK NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd (Product# 66-100596)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS GRY/BLK NS 3X10 (Product# 66-100597)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS BLK/FDE NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd (Product# 66-100600)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS BLK/FDE NS 3X10 (Product# 66-100601)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS ODG/FDE NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd (Product# 66-100598)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS ODG/FDE NS 3X10 (Product# 66-100599)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS BLK/BLK NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd W/VORTEX (Product# 66-100637)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS BLK/BLK NS 3X10 W/VORTEX (Product# 66-100651)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS FDE/FDE NS (1) 17-Rnd (2) 24-Rnd W/VORTEX (Product# 66-100650)
- [ ] FN 509 TACTICAL NMS FDE/FDE NS 3X10 W/VORTEX (Product# 66-100652)

**FIRST NAME:**

**LAST NAME:**

**ADDRESS:**

**CITY:**

**STATE:**

**ZIP:**

**EMAIL:**

**PHONE:**

**PURCHASED DATE:**

**SERIAL NUMBER:**

**DEALER NAME:**

[ ] YES, I AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS